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THE NRO/DIA/NPIC D.~TERFACE

I.

GENERAL
A.

II.

How well/badly is the present interface working?
1.

Specific customer problems

2.

Customer suggested solutions to problems

SPECIFIC

1.

Camera Manuals

I

(a) How useful,as written?

I

(b) How widely used? How many people have signed the
access sheet? How are the dates of those signatures
distributed? Biased back toward publication date?
Or are many fairly recent?

i
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(c) Do the manuals contain enough/too much/ too little
information?
(d) What would be different for the customer-J-!., if KH-9
were TKH with a BYEMAN annex? How m~ people
would need access to the BYEMAN annex? How many
new BYEMAN clearances would be required?
2.

Operational Messages
"

(a) How does the customer handle SOC BYEMAN messages?'
(b) Do the people who handle these messages have clearances
just to do this job or would they have clearances anyway?
(c) How many people are involved?
(d) Are the present arrangements re 'these messages satisfactory? If not. what change is suggested?
3.

Planning
(a) How does the customer do his resources planning for the
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future (personnel, facilities, equipment)?
(b) How many people are involved directly in this planning?
How m~ need BYEMAN clearances? How many -of these
would have BYEMAN -clearances anyway?
(c) Does the customer believe he is getting enough. or the
correct. in:foX'XX'l.<:l.tion to do :future resources planning?
What changes are suggested?
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